
CATAMARAN  
CATLANTE 620



CATLANTE 620
COMBINING COMFORT 
AND USER-FRIEND-
LINESS
 Outstanding outdoor spaces and 
air-conditioned cabins.

The Catlante 620 stands out for its open-plan spaces and 
the diversity of its communal living areas, perfectly  
designed for multi-person living.
in the fresh air and without the hassle. Its double, triple 
and twin cabins are a little less spacious than those of the 
Catlante 720, but offer every comfort, including air  
conditioning. This large catamaran, perfectly suited to  
families, is also ideal for groups of friends, and can  
accommodate all cabin passengers’ wishes. 

INFORMATION & BOOKING
+33 (0)1.55.20.90.90, 9am-8pm, 7 days a week

www.catlante.com



GENERAL FEATURES 
›  Conforme aux normes CE Catégorie A – 16
›  Classification NUC (navires professionnels)
›  Overall length : 18,40 m
›  Maximum width : 8.74 m
›  Draft : 1,48 m
›  Empty weight : 22500 kg
›  Fuel capacity : 1200 L
›  Fresh water capacity : 1200 L
›  Watermaker : 240 L/h

INTERIOR COMMON  
AREAS
›  Professional kitchen in the saloon, ovens, hob,  

dishwasher, 2 fridges, freezer, coffee machine...
›  Central WIFI (only in areas where the signal is available),
›  Large 12/14-person table and bench seating in the  

dining area, which opens wide to the outside thanks  
to tilting and sliding windows. 



CABINS 
6 passenger cabins for 2 or 3 persons :
›  2 forward double cabins: one 140 cm bed,
›  2 twin cabins : two 80 cm beds or 1 central double cabin 

and 1 central twin cabin,
›  2 aft triple cabins : a 140cm bed and an 80cm bunk bed 

for a third person.

Each cabin is equipped with :
›  Storage space,
›  Individual reading lights and 220V socket,
›  Private shower room with shower, washbasin, mirrors, 

cupboard, electric WC,
›  Bed linen and towels,
›  Individually-controlled reversible air conditioning,
›  Opening hull portholes.



›  Large sunbathing area forward with mattress and  
access door to saloon,

›  Fly-bridge (upper deck) with benches and cushions 
around the cockpit,

›  Stern skirts for easy boarding or swimming, with deck 
shower and swim ladder,

›  Numerous handrails for safety,

›  Nautical equipment at your disposal : flippers, masks 
and snorkels, sunbathing mattresses, sea kayak and 
paddle, 2 underwater spotlights to illuminate the night 
swimming area.

›  Dinghy : the Catlante 620 catamaran is equipped with 
a motorized inflatable dinghy. Piloted by the captain or 
his mate, it can be used to drop off passengers on land 
when anchored. 

OUTDOOR COMMON 
AREAS
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